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Abstract 

The development and widespread use of computer systems has increased the need for secure storage of data. At 

the same time, the analysis of digital data storage devices is very important for forensic IT professionals who aim 

to access information to clarify the crime. File systems of disk drives use partition structures to securely store data 

and prevent problems such as corruption. In this study, deletion or corruption of partitions on commonly used 

DOS / Master Boot Record (MBR) configured hard disk drives are investigated by using forensic tools. In order 

to analyze hard disk drives, Forensic Tool Kit (FTK), Magnet AXIOM, Encase, Autopsy and The Sleuth Kit 

(TSK), which are widely used as commercial and open source, are analyzed by using a presented scenario. In the 

scenario, the primary partition and the extended partition are created using the DOS / MBR partitioning structure 

on the test disk. Test files are added to the sections and the sections are deleted. The digital forensics tools were 

tested on the presented scenario. According to the obtained results, TSK and Encase are successful tools for DOS 

/ MBR structured HDD analysis. However, FTK, Magnet AXIOM and Autopsy could not achieve information 

detection on DOS/MBR structured disks. These results clearly demonstrated that crime data can be hidden in MBR 

structured HDD. To carve these data, the correct methodology should be selected. 

Keywords: digital forensics, dos/mbr partition, extended partition, lost partition, recovery partition, 

antiforensic 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of forensic analysis is to discover and present digital evidence in computer systems to 

reveal the reality of an event [1, 2].  Digital evidence is intended to be scientifically valid, reliable, and 

verifiable [3]. Knowledge extraction from big data in various formats is very important for digital 

forensics [4]. The digital evidence that is the main source of forensic information is stored on hard disk 

drives in computer systems. Digital forensics analysis is basically concerned with identifying, 

extracting, and analyzing file systems in these data storage systems [1]. With the rapid growth in 

computer systems, the use of large volume storage devices has increased. As a result of this increase in 

volume, the time allocated per case in forensic laboratories increases, and forensic processes are 

prolonged [5]. Digital forensics examiners use commercial or open-source forensics tools to minimize 

these delays and analyze errors in forensic processes. This age is called an information age [6]. 

Electronic evidence is crucial for judicial authorities. Therefore, the reliability of digital evidence is 

based on the correct use and reliability of forensic tools as well as the scientific implementation of the 

process [7]. Nowadays, digital devices for instance laptops, cameras, and mobile phones have evolved 

rapidly. Therefore, there are variable digital evidence in practice. In this rapidly changing dynamic 

environment, it became impossible to find a single forensic tool that could meet all needs [8]. 

The main task of digital forensic tools is to present obtained evidence in a convenient format for forensic 

examiners with superficial knowledge, and these tools have a crucial role in an investigation [9, 10]. 

Suspects may conceal data to prevent forensic analysts from accessing the data or disrupt the data 
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structure with Anti-Forensic methods. This may cause courts to decide on the basis of false or 

incomplete evidence [11, 12]. 

It has led to an increase in anti-forensic methods to prevent the judicial process and interfere with the 

evidence. The increase in the market share of anti-forensic tools clearly indicates this situation [13]. 

Moreover, users can easily access anti-forensic tools [14]. User-induced problems also cause data loss 

like anti-forensics tools. For example; The forensic tools that are dealing with the "42.zip" compression 

grenades cannot complete the evidence processing process because they cannot open the layered file 

[9]. Similarly, in the forensic analysis of the partition tables of Guid Partition Table disks, removing the 

Disk Protected Area and Device Configuration Overlay areas on the disk will prevent the analysis tools 

from accessing the spare part header and table at the end of the disk as it will change the position of the 

last sector [15]. In addition, disruption of extended partition structures on a disk configured with the 

widely used DOS / MBR partition table will prevent access to evidence and evidence metadata data 

within this corrupt partition. 

A disk configured with the DOS / MBR partition table allows up to four primary partitions to be created 

by nature. In BIOS-based systems, it assigns one of the four standard partitions as extended partitions. 

These extended partitions are special partitions that can be divided into logical partitions [15, 16]. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure1 Example section layout for bios based systems. 

 

Extended partitions do not receive a partition ID, so logical partitions can be created as much as the 

capacity of the disk allows. Files can be stored on logical partitions and used as operating system 

partitions. 

Knowing the capabilities of the forensic tool is very important for analysis. The copying and analysis 

processes of digital materials are completely dependent on forensic tools. For this reason, the findings 

of the forensic tools in the process of detecting guilt and innocence should be real, reliable, and 

reproducible. Errors occurring at any stage of the analysis can cause the potential data to be destroyed 

[17]. Forensic analysts generally rely on the used forensic tools, but different tools show different 

abilities in recovering and interpreting data on the same evidence. It should be known that all forensic 

tools have disadvantages as well as their advantages and that a single vehicle is not sufficient for all 

purposes [18, 19].  For this reason, if the partitions that are commonly encountered with DOS / MBR 

are corrupted or deleted, a schedule should be planned to detect these partitions. 

1.1. Novelties and contributions  

Novelties and contributions of our work are given below. 

- A roadmap for the detection of lost extended partition structures on disks configured with the 

commonly used DOS / MBR partition table is proposed. 

- The performances of popular forensic tools in comparison to the complexity of the extended 

section structures are compared. 

- Data hiding and destruction methods on various disk areas are defined by using partition 

structures. 

- The method for determining the location of the missing partitions on the disk by calculating all 

the parts on the disk is proposed. 

- A comparison table regarding the detection of the deleted and destroyed Primary and Logical 

sections and the capabilities of the forensic tools in accessing the data within these sections were 

shown. 

- Different forensics tools were examined. 

Partition Partition 

 

Partition 

 
Extended Partition 

 

Extended Partition 
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1.2. Our scenario 

In this scenario, a five volume HDD is presented. Three of them primary and two of them secondary. 

Then, we stored documents these volumes. Then, a primary and a secondary volume were deleted. To 

recover the deleted document, analyses have been performed by using six tools and a manual analysis. 

By using this scenario, a comprehensive benchmark is obtained and an optimum algorithm has been 

obtained for the MBR partitioned problem. 

1.3. Organization 

The rest of the article is organized as follows. The literature on anti-forensic methods has been 

examined. With the detection of deleted or destroyed partition structures on disks configured with DOS 

/ MBR partition table, the methods of accessing the data in it are presented, and the competencies of 

commonly used forensic tools in this regard are compared according to the results of the sample scenario 

application and presented in the Methodology section. The results and the findings obtained in the 

discussion section are shown. The limits of our work are presented in the limitation section. Conclusion 

and future studies are presented in the last section. 

2. Related Work 

Digital forensics processes are directly proportional to the understanding of anti-digital forensics 

applications. For this reason, the results caused by the techniques that prevent digital forensics processes 

should be examined further [20]. Tools designed for anti-digital forensics purposes are typically divided 

into two categories. The first category is special anti-digital forensics tools. These tools can operate in 

the form of data hiding, data removal, data processing/editing/masking, Data confusion, and physical 

destruction. The second category is disruptive technologies. Disruptive technologies have a primary 

legitimate function and goals. Thus, any investigation may also have a detrimental effect on the relevant 

digital data in a device [21]. Anti-digital forensics tools and methods, which try to endanger the 

existence or reliability of the evidence throughout the judicial processes, are becoming more common 

and used every day [22].  

There are different studies on anti-forensic information methods that address current problems and point 

out future methods. For example, one study interfered with six different anti-forensics tools. At the end 

of each intervention, the forensic copy of the disk was examined with the FTK forensics tool. In the 

study where the performance of these anti-forensics tools was observed; It has been observed that each 

anti-digital forensics tool performs incomplete deletion on unallocated areas. In this case, it was pointed 

out that it could allow the recovery of data from unallocated areas [13].  

In another study, the possibility of using timestamps of the ext4 file system, which is an effective tool 

for data hiding in environments such as Linux operating systems and android devices, was analyzed. In 

this study, an ext4 digital forensics technique has been designed that shows that the nanosecond part of 

Ext4 timestamps can be used to create a system with steganographic power [23]. Apart from these, it 

has been shown that important signatures can be easily changed in order not to be detected by the 

malware by a one-byte cancellation factor attack method [24]. In addition, it has been revealed that with 

semantic value manipulation attack, data values with significant semantic meanings have been changed 

[25]. Moreover, studies have been carried out on anti-digital forensics methods such as attention deficit 

technique, which creates false objects and increases the analysis time in order to put researchers into 

wrong solution processes [26]. In another study where anti-digital forensics methods were examined in 

two different categories as provable and unproven, inconsistencies were examined by comparing the 

evidence that was attacked with reliable evidence for the detection of counterfeit information in the log 

and warning information examined as evidence [27]. Apart from these studies, in the literature, hard 

disk and file cleaning [28], changing file signature information [29], forgery of file timestamps, use of 

a restricted folder or file names, circular referencing and the use of ASCII character text, attacks, 

forensic information evasion techniques used to present the findings and digital forensics techniques 

applied to eliminate traces in Windows operating systems [30-32].  
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Different studies have been carried out on obtaining data from harddisks. [33] presented a methodology 

for obtaining OS-independent data from storage devices using UEFI firmware. [15] developed a tool for 

forensic examination of disks using the guid partition table. [34] measured the performance of hard disk 

drives debug interfaces and service access methods. As a result, they have shown that data can be 

obtained from SATA disks. [35] demonstrated the impact of file systems, memory management, and 

disk partitioning structures on evidence acquisition. They found that by applying different scenarios, it 

would be difficult to collect evidence. [36]proposed a validation method for scenario-based file scraping 

from discs. 

3. Preliminaries  

The main purpose of our study is to explain how to access the data on the disk in case the partition 

structures are deleted or corrupted on a disk with MBR structured partition structures. In addition, by 

suggesting a calculation method to determine whether there is a lost partition in the disk partitions, the 

effects on the MBR methodology and data hiding were examined. 

3.1. MBR Methodology 

MBR is a disk partitioning system that was originally designed and started to be used in IBM systems. 

The first sector of MBR hard drives is 512 bytes in size, and bytes are stored as Litte Endian [37]. It 

consists of 3 parts, and these parts are Master Boot Code, Master Partition Table, and MBR Signature 

[38]. 

 
Figure 2 MBR disk location and basic structure. 

 

The Master Boot Code in the MBR structure shown in Figure 2 contains the codes that the BIOS will 

read and run when the computer is first turned on. Master Partition Table is the part where primary 

partition information is kept. It can hold information with a range of to one from four sections. MBR 

signature defines MBR signature bytes. Partition Table size is kept in an area of 64 Bytes, and 16 Bytes 

are reserved for each section information on the MBR. This allows a maximum of 4 primary partitions 

to be created on a disk configured with MBR. The extended partition structure is used as a solution to 

this limitation. 

 

 
Figure 3 Schematical demonstration of the MBR of Partition Table. 

 

The placement of the partition structures on the disk is shown in Figure 3. Three entries in the MBR 

define the primary partitions, and one extended partition is defined for the remaining disk space. Primary 

partition records and primary extended partition records are not kept on the MBR. Primary extended 

partitions are divided into Logical Partitions in themselves, and the addresses of these separated Logical 

partitions are kept in the MBR partition table in the first sector of the primary extended partition. 

Although this is a solution to the limitation of creating a limited number of sections in practice, the 

willful or unintentional destruction of the logical sections will cause losses related to the data on these 

sections [39]. 
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In digital forensics analysis, as well as accessing the data, the location information of the data on the 

disk is also important in the evaluation phase. For example, while an inappropriate content that is 

inadvertently downloaded is in a location in the WebBrowserName \ ...... \ ...... within the user directory, 

the voluntary downloaded content is usually located in the directories the user uses for storage. n order 

to reveal this difference, the correct location of the data in the examination process guides the forensic 

expert. For this reason, accessing the source information of the evidence recovered from deleted and 

destroyed departments is of great importance in terms of Forensic IT analysis [10]. 

3.2.  Partitions can be hidden data 

Digital forensic analysis uses data acquisition methods in different layers such as volume, file, and 

application layers. However, it is an accepted general approach to perform analysis operations on the 

entire copy of the hard disk. Regarding a forensic copy taken from the volume layer, for example, it will 

not be possible to access the sectors in the partition table that have been destroyed and the parts that 

have been deleted during the analysis, since the forensic tool will only copy the sectors in the addressed 

areas when making copies [40]. On the other hand, there is a reserved area between sectors 1-62 in disks 

using DOS partitioning structure, and evidence that can be hidden in these areas will not be available 

[39]. 

3.3. File system corruptions 

Many data can be obtained on the partitions. However, basically the data is stored in file systems [41]. 

In file system analysis, it is possible to reach the location (path), content, and meta data information 

where the available data are stored. In case the partition structures are corrupted or deleted, the file 

system structure will also be corrupted as the file systems reside on the partition structures. In this case, 

although data recovery tools access data within the sectors, they will not be able to access the location 

(path), content, and meta data information of the data. Therefore, it is important to know the details of 

disk partitioning structures as well as knowing how a forensic tool works [15]. 

4. Scenario Analysis 

A scenario has been created in the laboratory environment for forensic analysis on the disk partitions. 

On the created scenario, a review was performed with six forensic analysis tools. Many file systems 

have emerged in accordance with the needs arising with technological developments. The developed 

file systems bring many innovations with it. File systems generally show similarities to each other [42]. 
However, it differs according to the structure, storage method, and intended use. These differences also 

affect the analysis and data recovery methods in file systems in terms of Digital Forensics. One of the 

widely used file systems, New Technology File System (NTFS), was designed by Microsoft and used 

as the default file system for Microsoft Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows 7,8,10 

and Windows Server [43, 44]. The NTFS file system has been developed to replace the previously 

widely used File Allocation Table (FAT) file system. When the FAT file system was widely used, the 

NTFS file system was preferred only on the server-side. It is now widely used in personal computers. 
NTFS is a much more complex file system than FAT because it is capable and scalable. NTFS is 

designed for reliability and large storage devices, and thanks to its scalable structure, it allows changes 

to be made over time in line with new demands. Each byte of data in an NTFS file system is divided 

into one file [45]. The first entry in the NTFS file system is the "Boot Metadata" file that starts from 

Sector 0 and can take up to 16 Sectors in length. This file holds the base unit and location of $MFT. 
One sector on each allocated NTFS volume belongs to a file. The MFT startup is in Volume Boot Record 

(VBR). VBR is in a $Boot record in the MFT [45, 46]. 

Other legacy and widely used file system FAT is by far the simplest of the file systems supported by 

Windows NT. It is the map of the disk that indicates the areas in which the information of the files in a 

disk is recorded. In the FAT file system, the partition is divided into clusters, each containing a certain 

amount of sectors. Where and how files are written on these clusters is defined on the FAT system. 
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When the operating system wants to access any file, it takes advantage of this information overwritten 

by FAT [47]. 

Recovering data by using MFT / FAT records is a method frequently used by digital forensics experts. 
Most of the digital forensics tools use MFT records to successfully and rapidly perform data recovery. 
This situation allowed for the rapid progress of judicial processes [48]. Although manual data recovery 

methods can be applied using the hex editor, this can cause serious time and labor loss. Manual recovery 

methods should also be applied when necessary [49]. 

Digital forensics tools are achieved in data recovery methods with MFT / FAT records. However, in the 

analysis, there are cases where the location and meta-data information of the recovered data on lost and 

deleted partition structures on disk areas configured with MBR are missing. In some cases, it is not 

sufficient for digital forensics tools to search only on file system defined sections. Because in this case, 

it will not be possible to access the data in the deleted partition that cannot be determined to have a valid 

file system. The analysis process of disks configured with MBR and not using extended partition 

structure is easy, but extended partition complicates the analysis process [50].  

There has been a significant increase in the size of storage media over the years. However, the size of 

the logical block format known as the sector, which forms an important part of hard drives, remained 

constant. In the 2010s, hard drive companies started moving from the old sector size of 512 bytes to a 

larger, more efficient sector size of 4096 bytes, often referred to as 4K sectors and now referred to as 

the Advanced Format by IDEMA (International Disk Equipment and Materials Association). However, 

long-term advantages and potential dangers have emerged during the transition from 512 bytes to 4K 

sectors. A 512-byte sector can usually correct defects up to 50 bytes in length. Hard drives today are 

pushing the limits of error correction. Consequently, it has become a basic need to improve the transition 

to larger sectors, error correction and format efficiencies in the hard drive industry.  

It is not possible for the entire hard disk industry to move to the new 4K standard and to change all of 

these old assumptions suddenly. The methods and calculations to be applied in the study were carried 

out using traditional 512-byte sectors and disks addressed. It is not available for disk structures with a 

sector size of 4096 bytes or less 2048 byte, referred to as Advanced Format. For these reasons, in the 

scenario created for forensic analysis on disk partitions in the laboratory environment, the Test Disk was 

structured with MBR and created with 3 main partitions and 2 extended partitions. The partition 

structures created are formatted with NTFS and FAT file system. By labeling the section structures, 

documents with the same label as the section were copied into these sections, and the created test disk 

was analyzed with 6 forensic tools and the results were evaluated. The main purpose of the study is to 

determine the behavior of digital forensics tools related to the complete and lossless recovery of data 

within the partition structures structured with MBR and to propose a roadmap that will help identify lost 

partition structures. 

4.1. Analysis method 

The existing partition tables should be examined on a deleted disk with suspect partitions, and the 

consistency of the total size of the disk with the total size of the current partitions should be confirmed. 

Also, after the control of the end and start sectors of the sections, if there are lost partitions, these sections 

should be tried to be saved. To determine this process, performing the calculation suggested in Figure 4 

on the disk will ensure the accuracy of the analysis process.  
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Figure 4 Flow chart of the proposed lost partition detection. 

 

The steps of this process are given below. 

Step 1: The Total size of the disk to be analyzed is compared with the total size of the available 

partitions. 

Step 1.1. If the size is equal, after the confirmation of the operation with the controls in Step 2, the 

analysis process is started. 

Step 1.2. If the size is not equal, it should be considered that a lost partition state occurred. 

Step 2: The sum of the starting sector of the first partition on the disk and the total number of sectors 

is expected to give the starting sector of the next partition. If the result obtained does not match the 

results in the section table, it indicates that there may be a lost partition structure. The result obtained 

in this case gives the physical address of the first sector of the lost partition on the disk. The above 

procedure is performed on all partitions, respectively, to confirm whether the partition's start and end 

sectors are the same as in the partition table. 

Step 3: File system tags (NTFS, FAT etc.) and signature value of 55AA are searched in the first 

sector of the lost part detected. With this label and signature value confirmed, lost partition recovery 

is performed. 

Step 4: After the lost partition is recovered, the calculations in Step 1 are repeated and any lost 

partitions are detected. Operations continue until 1.1 step confirmation is achieved and then disk 

analysis is started. 

4.2. Experimental setup 

For this study, a Work Station Computer with HP Z840 intel ® Xeon® CPU E5-2680 @ 2.40 GHz (2 

Processors), 128 GB RAM and Samsung brand 160 GB hard disk (Test Disk) is used, and this disk is 

configured with MBR. 

Since a maximum of 4 primary partitions can be created on the partitions configured with MBR, the 

test disk is divided into five sections in total, three primaries, and two extended logical partitions in 

order to use the extended partition structures. Test.docx, Test.xlsx, and Test.zip documents were 

created in these five sections. These files will be used in the analysis phase to evaluate the success of 

forensic tools. After deleting one primary partition and one extended partition from the partitions 

created in the second part of the study, the test disk will be analyzed using licensed and open-source 

forensic tools, and the results will be evaluated. The steps of this process are given below. 
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Step 1: The hard disk with 160 GB capacity of Samsung brand is configured with MBR and it is 

divided into five sections as three primary partitions and two extended partitions. 

Step 2: Sections are named as VOLUME_A, VOLUME_B, VOLUME_C, VOLUME_D, and 

VOLUME_E. 

Step 3: Zip, excel, and word documents are created in the sections and are named to be related to the 

section letters. 

Step 4: Test documents were added to the Primary Section named VOLUME_B and to the Extended 

Section named VOLUME_E. 

Step 5: VOLUME B and VOLUME_E sections were deleted. 

 

The accuracy of the findings to be obtained in case of analyzing the mentioned processes after this 

scenario was determined. 

Disk size and available partitions can be easily calculated with different software as well as using 

existing analysis software. The values obtained for the initial disk are shown in Table 1.  

 
Table 1 Initial size and sector information of the test disk 

Device Name Disk Image 

File Path O:\SAMSUNG_160_GB_HDD_TEST_IMAGE_V\image.001 

Total Size 160.041.888.256 Bytes (149.1 GB) 

Total Sectors 312.581.813 

Disk Signature  9201C3C1 

Partitions Valid 

4.3. The used digital forensics tools for analysis of the defined scenario 

After preparing the scenario environment, licensed AccessData Forensic Toolkit, Magnet Axiom, 

Encase open-source licensed Autopsy, and TSK tools were used in forensic investigations. Whether or 

not test data can be obtained from the scenario created with the analyzes made and accessibility to details 

such as location and date were investigated. The software and version information used are given in 

Table 2.  
Table 2 The used digital forensics tools. 

Software Tool Version License 

Access Data Forensic Tool Kit 7.0.0.163 Licensed 

Encase 8.7.00.93 Licensed 

Magnet Axiom 3.0.0.13673 Licensed 

Autopsy 4.11.0 Open Source 

The Sleuth Kit  4.7.0 Open Source 

4.3.1. Analysis of the scenario using AccessData Forensic Toolkit  

After reading the size and sector information of the test disk, when the partitions determined by the 

software are checked, a total of 4 partition information was found. It was understood that one of these 

sections was labeled as a recovered section. 

 

 
Figure 5 Section information detected by FTK software 
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While the total disk size is supposed to be 149.1 GB, which is the initial calculated value, the total size 

of the partitions detected by the software; It appears to be 29.30 GB + 22.09 GB + 24.41 GB + 19.53 

GB = 95.33 GB. 

Consequently, since Physical Disk Size ≠ Partitions Size, the existence of the lost partition structure 

should be considered. Figure 5 shows that the size of the recovered partition is 29.30 GB. When the files 

in the partition structure are given the same letter label as the partition label, when the documents in the 

recovered partition are checked; It is understood that there are documents named test_file_B.docx, 

test_file_B.rar and test_file_B.xlsx in VOLUME_B. (See Figure 6) 

 

 
Figure 6 Documents labeled with the section name in the Recovered Section. 

 

When analyzing the Extended Partition on the disk, it is seen that the deleted extended partition cannot 

be recovered. Since the forensic tools also perform sector-based data recovery operations, the data in 

these areas should be analyzed since the Unpartitioned Space may have recovered existing files on the 

area. 

 

 
Figure 7 Source information of recovered documents on Unpartitioned Space. 

 

It can be seen in Fig. 8 that the names of the documents are Carved, and the extensions do not match 

their categories when the data on Unpartitioned Space is examined. If we need detailed information on 

the data obtained as carved, metadata records should be checked.  

 

 
Figure 8 Metadata information of recovered documents on Unpartitioned Space. 
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In search of date information of the documents, it is shown in Figure 8 that these data cannot be 

recovered. When the processes in the scenario were examined, it was understood that the FTK forensic 

tool detected MBR partitioned primary partition (Volume_B) but did not show the partition information 

about the extended Partition, Volume_E. Also, information such as file type, name, and time information 

of the documents in Volume_E obtained by data scraping could not be reached.  

4.3.2. Analysis using Encase software 

Sections of the test disk obtained using Encase software are shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

 
Figure 9 Section structures obtained with Encase 

 

It is understood from Table 3 that there are three partition structures belonging to the test disk, and the 

total size of the partitions is 22.1 GB + 24.4 GB + 19.5 GB = 66 GB.  

 
Table 3 Partition information obtained using Encase of the test disk 

ID Type Start Sector Total Sectors Size 

07 NTFS 2.048 46.336.000 22.1 GB 

0c FAT32X 107.778.048 51.200.000 24.4 GB 

0c FAT32X 158.980.033 40.960.000 19.5 GB 

 

When the partition information of the test disk obtained with Encase is examined in Table 3; The total 

size of the three partitions detected was calculated as 66 GB. It is understood from Table 1 that the total 

disk size is 149.1 GB. When the total size of the available partitions and the total size of the test disk 

are compared, it is seen that Physical Disk Size is ≠ Partitions Size. In this case, it is understood that the 

sections should be examined manually using the start and end sectors. 

MBR records are kept in sector 0 in the partitions configured with MBR, and "sectors between 0-2047" 

are reserved as MBR area. For this reason, the 1st partition starts in the 2048 th sector, and the 

department signature information is at the end of this sector. The sum of the first partition start sector 

and the total number of sectors will give us the start part of the two partitions. As a result of the 

calculation, it is seen that it is 2048 + 46.336.000 = 46.338.048, and it should be partition starting from 

46.338.048 sector. However, when the partition table was examined, it was understood that there was 

no such partition. This situation shows us that there is a lost partition. 

The Disk View feature of the encase forensic tool was used to see the 46338048 startup sector of the 

lost partition. It should be confirmed that the sector specified as a result of the addition is correct. 55AA 

signature value of the NTFS file system was seen in the last bytes of the sector in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 Signature of 55AA at the end of 46338048 sector and NTFS file system tag. 

 

In the initial sector of 46338048 lost partitions, adding partition was performed. Thus, the contents of 

the lost partitions that were not visible at the beginning but as a result of calculations can be accessed. 

 

.  
Figure 11 46338048 section information within the sector. 

 

Manual addition is determined according to the starting sector determined in Figure 11. It is possible to 

access lost partition information after entering file type and start sectors. 

 

 
Figure 12 File structure of the disk partitions after adding the recovered primary partition of the test disk and the 

labeled documents in the partition 

 

After performing the specified operations, the partition table view changed as in Table 4. However, the 

total number of sectors still does not match the number of sectors of the disk. Therefore, calculations 

are required. 

 
Table 4 Partition table view after adding the recovered partition of the test disk 

ID Type Start Sector Total Sectors Size 

07 NTFS 2.048 46.336.000 22.1 GB 
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00 Recovered 46.337.985 61.440.062 29.3 GB 

0c FAT32X 107.778.048 51.200.000 24.4 GB 

0c FAT32X 158.980.033 40.960.000 19.5 GB 

 

The partition table obtained after adding the lost partition is shown in Table 4. When the total size of 

the sections determined in this section table is calculated, 22.1 GB + 29.3 GB + 24.4 GB + 19.5 GB = 

95.3 is obtained. When the total size of the available partitions and the total size of the test disk are 

compared, it is seen that Physical Disk Size is ≠ Partitions Size. As a result of this calculation, it is 

concluded that there are other lost parts. According to the calculation, a new lost partition asset has 

emerged. This situation shows the existence of at least 5 sections. In this case, it is concluded that there 

is an extended partition on the test disk. 

In the future operations, the lost part should be made considering that it is an extended part. After the 

existence of the lost partition was understood, the determination process of the starting sector of the lost 

partition was started.  According to the section table in Table 4, it is expected that the 4th partition will 

give the 5th partition total of the start sector and the total sector. When the calculation related to the 4th 

partition is realized, it is understood that 158.980.033 + 40.960.000 = 199.940.033. However, since the 

4th and the lost partition are extended sections, the 63 sectors reserved for Volume Boot Record should 

be added to this total after 2048 sectors are added to this sector. As a result, the starting sector of the 

lost partition was calculated as 2048 + 63 + 199.940.033 = 199.942.144. 

 

 
Figure 13 Section signature of 55AA at the end of 199942144 sector 

 

Figure 13 shows the 55AA signature value of the NTFS file system in the last bytes of the sector. Thus, 

it is understood that there is one more section content. In the next stage, manual section addition was 

performed. The process for the addition is shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 199942144 section information held within the sector. 

 

After entering the file type and initial sectors, it is possible to access the lost partition information and 

its contents. 

 

 
Figure 15 File structure of the disk partitions after the recovered extended partition of the test disk is added and 

the labeled documents in the partition. 

 

After all manual additions were performed, all of the sections that were not visible at the beginning but 

deleted were accessed, and the lost partition information was reached. Table 5 shows the latest partition 

information. 

Table 5. Partition table view after recovered partitions 
ID Type Start Sector Total Sectors Size 

07 NTFS 2.048 46.336.000 22.1 GB 

00 Recovered 46.337.985 61.440.062 29.3 GB 

0c FAT32X 107.778.048 51.200.000 24.4 GB 

0c FAT32X 158.980.033 40.960.000 19.5 GB 

00 Recovered 199.942.081 112.635.966 53.7 GB 

 

As a result of the examination carried out with the Encase forensics tool, all the section structures were 

not shown directly to the user. However, encase allows the specialist to add a manual partition structure. 
Therefore, as a result of the size mismatch, the investigator should search the section signature 
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information. Then, it is necessary to add a manual section by looking at the section start sector and total 

size information. In this case, all section structures, location information, and metadata data could be 

accessed. 

4.3.3. Analysis using Magnet AXIOM Examine software 

Magnet AXIOM program is one of the programs widely used in forensics science. Figure 16 was 

obtained when the image file obtained from the test disk was opened with the magnet program. 

 

 
Figure 16 Section information detected by Magnet Axiom software 

 

While the total disk size of the test disk should be 149.1 GB, the total size of the partitions detected by 

Magnet appears to be 22.09 GB + 24.41 GB + 19.53 GB = 66.03 GB.  

As a result, since Physical Disk Size ≠ Partitions Size, the existence of the lost partition structure is 

considered. Figure 13 shows that primary and secondary Partition structures are not recovered by the 

software. Since the forensics tools perform the sector-based rescue, document files belonging to the 

deleted sections are searched on the unpartitioned areas. As a result of the search, Word documents that 

were previously labeled with the VOLUME tag, whose name and path information could not be found, 

were identified and shown in Figure 17. The findings show that the data cannot be found in the correct 

location and content. For this reason, it is not possible to obtain content that may be evidence. This 

situation may affect the forensics process negatively. 

 

 
Figure 17 Metadata information of recovered documents on Unpartitioned Space. 

 

Considering the findings obtained with Magnet Axiom, it was seen that no content related to primary 

and extended section information was available. The software does not offer the ability to add an 
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external partition. As a result of data carving, initial test data could be accessed with different names, 

but location information could not be accessed. 

4.3.4. Analysis using Autopsy 4.11.0 software 

Autopsy program is an open-source licensed and widely used forensics tool that can perform many 

operations manually. The partition structures of the test disk were obtained with Autopsy as shown in 

Figure 18. In the figure, Vol3 corresponds to the Volume_A that we initially configured, and Vol9 

corresponds to the Volume_E partitions. According to the section descriptions, the field type is marked 

as Unallocated. Although Volume_B and Volume_E were initially deleted, only the primary partition 

has been recovered, but the data in the secondary extended partition have not been accessed. 

 
Figure 18 Partition information detected by the Autopsy 4.11.0 software of the test disc 

 

It is shown in Figure 19 that there is one recovered partition among the sectors Vol3 (Unallocated: 

46338048-107778047), existing metadata information of the documents is recovered, but location 

information cannot be recovered. 

 

  
Figure 19 Tagged documents in Vol 3 Unallocated section 

 

It can be seen in Figure 19 that only primary partition structures are recovered by the software, but 

secondary partition structures are not recovered. Forensic tools perform the sector-based rescue. When 

searching the document files of the deleted sections on the non-partitioned areas, documents whose 

name and path information are not known and which were previously tagged by us with the VOLUME 

label were identified. However, it was not possible to reach the information in which position the 

documents are or by whom. 

4.3.5. Analysis using The Sleuth Kit (TSK) tools 

TSK is open-source software that offers many libraries and command lines to the user to analyze disk 

images. TSK provides an analysis of the partition and file system data independent of the partition 

structure. When the test disk image was opened with the TSK tool mmls, the areas shown in Figure 20 

were obtained. 
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Figure 20 Partition information obtained using TSK tools 

 

It should be considered that there is a lost partition in the unallocated area between sectors 46338048-

107778047 shown in Figure 20. In addition, it is seen that there is an extended partition area among 

sectors 158978048-312578047 (Win95 Extended). However, it is understood that the extended partition 

identified is between the sectors 158980096-199940095. Thus, it is observed that there is one lost 

partition between sectors 199940096- 312581807. The information obtained with the fsstat command is 

given in Figure 21.  

 

 
Figure 21 2. partition partition information deleted by using test disk with TSK tools 

 

When fls command is used to detect the files in the section, three documents are accessed, which are 

labeled with the section tag shown in Figure 22. 

 

 
Figure 22 File information in deleted partition 2 obtained using the test disk with TSK tools 

Since the extended partition table is in sector 0158978048, the content of the Extended partition table is 

shown in Figure 23 using the mmls command. Here, it is clearly seen that 2048 sectors are reserved 

areas. 

 
Figure 23 Extended Partition table information obtained by using Testdisk with TSK tools 
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It is understood that deleted extended partition started in 0199940096 sectors. Thus, 2048 + 199940096 

= 199942144 will give the sector where the sector information is availableThe fsstat command was used 

to get detailed information about the deleted extended partition and the information seen in Figure 24 

was obtained. It has been accessed that the file format of the Partition is NTFS, and the partition name 

is VOLUME_E. 

 

 

Figure 24 Partition information of deleted extended partition obtained by using the test disk with TSK tools 

The fls command was used to detect the files in the section, and three documents that we labeled with 

the section tag in Figure 25 were accessed. 

 

Figure 25 File information in deleted extended partition obtained using TSK tools. 

The tools in the TSK allow many operations related to a disk image to be performed manually. 

Therefore, the process using this tool can also be evaluated as a manual analysis. As a result of the 

analysis, it has been seen that by performing the calculations correctly, all the partitions and files on the 

disk can be accessed together with the location information. However, it is important to know the disk 

structure and partitioning structures in order to ensure the full and correct use of the TSK. 

4.3.6. Analysis using X-Ways Forensics tools 

X-Ways Forensic analysis software is one of the most widely used forensics tools by digital forensics 

analysts. When the partition structures are checked by opening the image file obtained from the Test 

Disk with X-Ways Forensic Analysis software; There are five partition structures identified in Figure 

26. 

 

Figure 26 Section information detected by X-Ways software 

It has been determined that partition 2 and partition 5 on the test disk image are primary and extended 

partition structures created and deleted in the scenario part. When the detected deleted partition 
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structures are checked, it is shown that the data in the partition structures are completely recovered and 

presented in Figure 27. 

 

 Figure 27 Data in deleted partitions. 

When the test disk image was analyzed with X-Ways software, it was determined that deleted primary 

and extended partition structures were automatically detected and added by the software. In addition, it 

has been understood that the data in it was recovered without the need for any manual intervention. 

4.3.7. Discussion 

[15] demonstrated methods of obtaining data from disks partitioned with GPT. Similarly, [33] there are 

studies on obtaining data from UEFI disks. However, there are no studies showing the methods of 

obtaining data from MBR disks. However, it is still possible to encounter MBR disks. 

In this work, a MBR disk analysis methodology has been presented by using a scenario and the widely 

used forensics tools. According to the obtained findings, these points are highlighted. 

Benefits; 

- A new scenario is presented to analysis MBR partitioned disks.  

- Six analyses methods have been presented and results of them have been given. 

- A comprehensive benchmark for MBR forensics analysis have been presented.  

Limitation; 

- The results are depended on the presented scenario. More scenarios can be analyzed for 

obtaining comprehensively results. 

5. Conclusions 

A sample scenario was prepared in the study. A hard disk image that is configured with MBR created 

in this scenario and deleted partition structures are used. Thus, the performance of 5 different forensics 

tools was tested on this disk image with this study. With this study, it was observed that some forensics 

tools could not recover the partition structures, while others could not recover the extended partition 

structures by recovering the primary partition structures. Some forensic tools were evaluated to allow 

manual examination of the section structures. 
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In this work, there is a primary deleted partition labeled VOLUME_B and deleted Extended partition 

labeled VOLUME_E. These sections only allow manual evaluation of TSK and Encase forensics tool 

section structures. Thus, the structure of the section and the documents in it have been recovered without 

any problems (Metadata, Location, etc.). 

Magnet Axiom failed during partition recovery and was able to recover only document and metadata. 

The FTK can only recover deleted primary partitions. It was also able to recover documents without 

metadata data. In the analysis with Autopsy, similar results were obtained with the FTK forensics tool. 

X-Ways has the ability to automatically recover primary and extended partition structures. The findings 

obtained are given in Table 6. 

Table 6. Comparison table of the findings obtained 
 FTK Encase Magnet Axiom Autopsy TSK Tool X-Ways  

Partition 1 recovery  X X - X X X 

Partition 2 recovery - X - - X X 

Extended partition recovery - X - - X X 

Document recovery X X X X X X 

Metadata information 

detection 

X X X X X X 

Location information 

detection 

- X - - X X 

 

The basic principles of digital forensic tools are the same. However, the analyst should not be content 

with the results obtained by the forensic tools and should manually intervene when necessary. For this 

reason, possible situations that may be caused by the complex structure of extended partitions were 

taken into account in the analysis of disks configured with MBR. In such a case, sample analysis was 

carried out by proposing an evaluation, and the results obtained from this analysis are presented in a 

comparison table. It should be confirmed that especially the initial size of the disk and the sum of sectors 

obtained from forensics software are the same. Otherwise, in the forensics investigation, the lost 

partitions will not be examined, and many contents that may be of evidence will not be available. 

Our future directions are given as follows. This paper show advantages and disadvantages of the widely 

used digital forensics analyses tools. We are planning to propose a new successful MBR analyses tool 

for overcoming the disadvantages of the exist analyses analysis models.  
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